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CHICAGO-AREA MOMTREPRENEUR WANTS YOU TO CHANGE THE WAY YOU SHAVE - PRONTO! 

Creates A Natural Chemical-Free Shaving Scrub Formula Using Sugar Crystals and Natural Oils 
 
(Chicago, IL USA)-  Momtrepreneur Jeanette Rodriguez, founder of Pure Shave Co., was in search of an all-natural, 
chemical free shaving product that would protect and exfoliate her skin while providing an irritation-free shave. After 
her unsuccessful quest, she created Pure Shave Scrub®, “the Revolutionary New Way to Shave.” 
 
Pure Shave Scrub® is a shaving scrub made with all-natural oils such as Argan, Jojoba, and Coconut Oil, as well as large 
granulated sugar crystals that exfoliate, protect and nurture the skin while shaving, preventing razor burns and  bumps, 
ingrown hairs, and hyperpigmentation. 

“Our skin is our largest organ and what we put on our skin goes into our bodies, so we have to be mindful of the 
products that we use,” said Jeanette Rodriguez, Founder of Pure Shave Co. “There are a lot of chemical heavy shaving 
products on the market which have trained consumers to believe that buying expensive razors with multiple blades is 
their only solution, my goal was to create a natural product that would exfoliate, remove dead skin cells and clear the 
path for a clean shave.” 

Rodriguez, an avid user of natural products was motivated to create 
a natural shaving product that would blend skin-nutrient high quality 
oils and exfoliating sugar crystals to properly prepare the skin for a 
clean shave. Pure Shave Scrub® removes dead skin cells, dirt, and 
impurities that obstruct the path of the razor while also providing 
the skin with nutrient oils for an irritation-free razor glide that 
prevents the inflammation that causes post-shave skin irritations. 

Pure Shave Scrub® is 100% made in the U.S. with all-natural, U.S. ingredients, no artificial colors or fragrances, no 
parabens, no silicon, and no GMOs. Unlike other scrubs in the market, Pure Shave Scrub® is individually packaged 
allowing users to keep the product sealed and fresh, free from coming into contact with water until ready for use.  

Pure Shave Scrub® provides all the nutrients needed to keep the skins natural 
beauty, and is suitable for the entire body. Pure Shave Scrub® is currently available 
in multi- use or single-use packets that can be easily applied while in the shower.  

Pure Shave Scrub® is exclusively available online at pureshavescrub.com, an e-
commerce website developed by Pure Shave Co., to promote shaving products that 
prevent ingrown hairs and razor bumps including Pure Shave Scrub®.  
 

### 
 

EDITOR’S NOTE: For more information about Pure Shave Scrub® or to arrange an interview with a company 
spokesperson, please contact Eve Rodriguez Montoya at 773-908-0672 cell or email everodriguezmontoya@gmail.com. 
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